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ABSTRACT: The global pandemic and the changing landscape of higher education and remote learning bring 

new opportunity and significant risk to communities of color across the country. This paper identifies how the 

U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights can partner with the Office for Federal Student Aid to bring 

enhanced oversight and protect students from civil rights violations. By coordinating to bring joint investigations 

and enforcement actions the Department could create a more effective system of protections and oversight to 

promote equity in higher education.

Introduction
It is well documented that there are significant disparities 
plaguing our federal student loan system.1 Black bache-
lor’s degree graduates are more likely to default than white 
borrowers who never finish a degree.2 Latino students are 
more likely to drop out of school because of the high price 
of education.3 Women—and particularly Black women—are 
more likely to take on student loan debt, face a wage gap 
in the workforce, and struggle with repayment.4 Making 
matters worse, the pandemic has accelerated enrollment in 
online learning.5 This is an area dominated by for-profit 
schools,6 which frequently report poor student outcomes, 
such as earnings, and often target and enroll women and 
people of color.7  

The response from the U.S. Department of Education 
(“Department”)—which administers the Federal Student Aid 
Program8 and is responsible for its oversight—has been woe-
fully inadequate. In February 2020, U.S. Senators Elizabeth 
Warren, Cory Booker, and then-Senator Kamala Harris, 
wrote to the Department requesting information about 
how the Office for Civil Rights (“OCR”) “plans to address 
alarming racial disparities in our federal student loan system 
through vigorous enforcement of the nation’s civil rights 
laws.”9 In the letter, the Senators asserted that OCR “has a 
statutory and moral obligation to examine the root causes of 
these several racial disparities” in “student loan borrowing 
and student loan outcomes faced by students of color[.]”10

Indeed, OCR plays a critical role in the investigation and 
enforcement of our nation’s civil rights laws in the sphere 
of higher education.11 And while OCR has many tools at its 
disposal to address violations, it rarely (if ever) restricts or 
terminates a school’s federal funding. Indeed, according to 
the Congressional Research Service, OCR has not terminated 
federal funding for any recipient in more than two decades.12 

But what if OCR were to partner with the Office of Fed-
eral Student Aid (“FSA”) to leverage the expertise of OCR 
personnel with FSA’s statutory and regulatory authorities? 
In contrast to OCR, FSA has terminated or placed limita-
tions on institutions’ participation in Federal Student Aid 
Programs in recent years, albeit for reasons other than civil 
rights violations.13 A partnership between OCR and another 
governmental office is not a novel concept. OCR is already 
coordinating with and referring cases to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice, which has overlapping authority with OCR 
to enforce certain federal civil rights laws.14 Although FSA 
does not enforce civil rights laws, it does have authority to 
limit and restrict participation in the Federal Student Aid 
Program if an institution fails to comply with such laws.

The timing for coordination between OCR and FSA 
could not be better—or more crucial. In October 2021, the 
Department announced that it would be restoring FSA’s 
Enforcement Office, created in 2016 but gutted under the 
Trump administration.15 However, the office has yet to 
bring a major enforcement action. The Department’s resur-
rection of FSA’s Enforcement Office provides a significant 
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opportunity for OCR and FSA to coordinate efforts to more 
effectively address violations of federal civil rights laws and 
make progress to end systemic discrimination in higher 
education. Against this backdrop, we explore three areas of 
coordination: 

1. Institutionalize OCR/FSA partnerships to better monitor 
and investigate institutions’ practices that violate civil 
rights laws.

2. Bring joint OCR/FSA enforcement actions to stop the 
flow of unrestricted Federal Student Aid to institutions 
that violate federal civil rights laws. 

3. Focus OCR and FSA oversight and enforcement on dis-
criminatory practices such as “reverse redlining” that the 
Department has yet to investigate. 

Scope of OCR and FSA
OCR’s mission is to “ensure equal access to education and to 
promote educational excellence . . .   through vigorous en-
forcement of civil rights.”16 OCR handles a large volume and 
variety of claims17 alleging race, national origin and gender 
discrimination, which it administratively resolves through a 
series of procedures specified by federal civil rights laws and 
the Department’s implementing regulations. Although OCR 
has the power to terminate an institution’s federal financial 
support,18 that authority is hedged with a range of procedur-
al requirements designed to spur voluntary compliance. 

When OCR receives a complaint, the office first tries to ob-
tain compliance from institutions by “provid[ing] assistance 
and guidance . . . to help [recipients] comply voluntarily” 
with the federal civil rights laws that OCR enforces.19 OCR’s 
Case Processing Manual (CPM), which guides how “OCR 
promptly and effectively investigates and resolves com-
plaints, compliance reviews, and directed investigations,” 
lays out OCR’s required steps to (1) evaluate a complaint; 
(2) facilitate a resolution between the complainant and the 
institution; and (3) investigate and determine whether there 
is noncompliance.20 Even after a finding of noncompliance, 
OCR must provide additional opportunities for voluntary 
resolution and compliance. If an impasse is reached, OCR 
may end negotiations and issue a Letter of Impending 
Enforcement Action which may include notice to defer final 
approval of applications by the institution for federal funds.21 

Throughout OCR’s protracted process to achieve voluntary 
compliance exist opportunities to share information with 
FSA about noncomplying institutions. If OCR were to do so, 
FSA could also act, perhaps more nimbly22 and under a dif-
ferent set of regulations, to ensure institutions comply with 
federal civil rights laws. FSA has extensive oversight respon-
sibilities across higher education, including the authority to 
determine which institutions and entities can participate in 
Federal Student Aid Programs.23 FSA has three enforcement 
tools at its disposal: first, it can impose tailored conditions 
on an institution’s participation in Federal Student Aid Pro-
grams;24 second, it can deny an institution’s recertification to 
participate in Federal Student Aid Programs;25 and third, it 
can impose civil penalties or fines against institutions.26

With respect to the second tool, each participating institu-
tion in Federal Student Aid Programs is required to enter 
into a “Program Participation Agreement” or “PPA” with the 
Department that “condition[s] the initial and continuing  
eligibility” with certain statutorily enumerated require-
ments.27 Notably, PPAs include standard general terms and 
conditions to comply with civil rights laws (see Figure 1).

During the six-year term of a standard PPA, FSA has the au-
thority to bring a “termination” action against an institution 
that is found in violation of the HEA or regulations.28 

The Secretary may also “provisionally” certify an institution’s 
eligibility to participate in Federal Student Aid Programs 
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if, among other reasons, the Department “determines that 
an institution that seeks to renew its certification is, in the 
judgment of the Secretary, in an administrative or finan-
cial condition that may jeopardize its ability to perform its 
financial responsibilities under a [PPA].”29 A Provisional 
PPA differs from a standard PPA in that the Department can 
include additional conditions for an institution to satisfy. Put 
another way, Provisional PPAs function as corrective action 
plans when colleges start to fall below standards; schools 
continue to receive federal funds, but only if they agree to 
fix their problems and come back into compliance within a 
short time.30 

Provisional PPAs also allow the Department to act more 
quickly to end the participation of a school found to be in 
violation of the PPA, the HEA or regulations. Instead of 
waiting until the conclusion of a termination action or the 
expiration of a standard PPA to end a school’s participation, 
the Department can revoke the Provisional PPA effective on 
the date that the Secretary mails the notification notice.31

FSA’s flexibility to effectuate compliance sits in stark con-
trast to OCR’s cumbersome suspension/termination/refusal 
authority, which sets forth a multistep process of notice and 
opportunity for a full hearing, culminating in a full written 
report filed with the committees of the House and the Senate 

3. The Institution agrees to comply with —
a. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, and the implementing regulations, 34 C.F.R. Parts 

100 and 101 (barring discrimination on the basis of race, color or national origin);
b. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and the implementing regulations, 34 C.F.R. Part 106 

(barring discrimination on the basis of sex);
c. The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 and the implementing regulations, 34 C.F.R. 

Part 99;
d. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the implementing regulations, 34 C.F.R. Part 104 

(barring discrimination on the basis of physical handicap); and 
e. The Age Discrimination Act of 1975 and the implementing regulations, 34 C.F.R. Part 110.
f. The Standards for Safeguarding Customer Information, 16 C.F.R. Part 314, issued by the Federal Trade 

Commission (FTC), as required by the Gramm-Leach-Bliley (GLB) Act, P.L. 106-102. These Standards 
are intended to ensure the security and confidentiality of customer records and information. The Secre-
tary considers any breach to the security of student records and information as a demonstration of a

having legislative jurisdiction over the program, followed by 
a 30-day waiting period.32 

But this isn’t OCR’s only option. It may also effectuate com-
pliance “by any other means authorized by law,”33 which, as 
discussed below, opens additional (untapped) opportunities 
to coordinate with and refer cases to FSA. 

Institutionalize OCR/FSA partnerships to 
better monitor and investigate civil rights 
violations 
OCR and FSA are largely siloed from one another. Based 
on responses to an open records request, it appears the two 
offices do not share information about civil rights violations. 
For example, FSA has no record of denying an institution’s 
recertification to participate in Federal Student Aid or even 
any communications with institutions “discussing, enforc-
ing, or relating” to the PPA provision requiring compliance 
with Title VI.34 Yet, OCR lists more than 150 resolved 
cases with postsecondary institutions on its website, which 
identify noncompliance with Title VI, and at least 200 more 
pending cases currently under investigation.35 

An OCR-FSA partnership could be far-reaching and poten-
tially address systemic discrimination in higher education. 
Not only would it be a further incentive for institutions to 

Figure 1. PPA conditions to comply with federal civil rights laws.
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voluntarily resolve cases with OCR, but it may also give 
OCR additional leverage to negotiate more robust resolution 
agreements. For example, as Senators Warren and Booker, 
and then-Senator Harris, pointed out, OCR could use its 
investigative authority to learn more about the roles that 
schools and other entities play to create, contribute to, and 
perpetuate racial disparities in the federal student loan sys-
tem. For schools and entities that have violated Title VI but 
refuse to voluntarily comply, OCR could partner with FSA 
to place limits on their participation in Federal Student Aid 
Programs, or fine them. If an institution is being recertified 
for participation in Federal Student Aid programs, the De-
partment could also add provisions to its PPA or Provisional 
PPA that are designed to mitigate civil rights compliance 
failures. For institutions that are on provisional certification, 
the Department can unilaterally revoke participation. And 
information need not flow only one way: FSA’s knowledge 
about problematic institutions could be shared to prompt 
OCR to investigate unexamined areas.36 

By institutionalizing an FSA/OCR partnership, possibly 
facilitated through a memorandum of understanding,37 the 
two offices can coordinate compliance efforts in a number of 
ways, including:

▶ Updating OCR’s Case Processing Manual (“CPM”). The 
CPM38 specifies that “if a recipient does not enter into an 
agreement to resolve the identified areas of non-compli-
ance,” OCR will prepare a Letter of Impending Enforce-
ment, which may result in, inter alia, the deferral of final 
approval for any additional federal financial assistance.39 
If the recipient continues to resist entering into a reso-
lution agreement, then OCR will initiate enforcement 
action. The current version of the CPM states that:

OCR will either: (1) initiate administrative 
proceedings to suspend, terminate, or refuse 
to grant or continue financial assistance from, 
or, with respect to the Boy Scouts Act, funds 
made available through, the Department to the 
recipient; or (2) refer the case to DOJ for judicial 
proceedings to enforce any rights of the United 
States under any law of the United States.40

 OCR could update the CPM to more closely track the 

statutory and regulatory language, and state that it will 
effectuate compliance through “other means autho-
rized” by law, which may include, but is not limited to, a 
reference to DOJ for judicial proceedings to enforce any 
rights of the United States under any law of the United 
States.”41 This change potentially would allow OCR to 
refer cases to FSA. 

 In addition, OCR could use more specific language 
and notify stakeholders that OCR and FSA may work 
together, which may have a significant deterrent effect. 
OCR could revise the CPM to state that OCR may refer 
the case to FSA to evaluate the institution’s continued 
eligibility to participate in Federal Student Aid Programs, 
which may result in changes or revocation of the institu-
tion’s PPA or Provisional PPA, or further proceedings.

▶ Setting Priorities for Coordinated Civil Rights En-
forcement. OCR and FSA should meet periodically to 
discuss the institutions that have not come into voluntary 
compliance despite OCR’s efforts to reach an informal 
resolution. OCR and FSA should consider, among other 
things, the cases in which a coordinated enforcement ef-
fort could have a wide-ranging impact, both at the target 
institution and on other schools. 

▶ Program Participation Agreements.42 OCR and FSA 
can coordinate to add provisions to an institution’s PPA 
or Provisional PPA that are designed to address find-
ings that OCR has made. FSA’s compliance office has 
information from program reviews, audits and Title IV 
investigations to confirm this information, and often 
adds terms and conditions to PPAs for institutions that 
have had compliance issues or concerns. However, there 
is little to no coordination between the FSA office issuing 
new PPAs and OCR teams that may be conducting in-
vestigations into Title VI and Title IX violations by these 
colleges and universities.43 The result is that institutions 
known to be non-compliant or under investigation may 
be getting fully certified PPAs renewed for up to six years 
that do not contain any provisions to ensure they are 
coming into compliance with civil rights laws. 

 As discussed above, PPAs require institutions to agree 
that they will comply with Title VI, Title IX, Section 504, 
and the Age Discrimination Act, all enforced by OCR. In 
order to ensure that institutions will remedy civil rights 
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violations, FSA should work with OCR to require compli-
ance as a condition for continued receipt of Title IV funds.

 There are also cases where institutions operating under 
Provisional PPAs become the subject of OCR investiga-
tions. In these situations, FSA should coordinate with 

OCR to determine whether certain provisions or require-
ments should be added to the schools’ PPAs or whether 
the violation merits the termination of the institution’s 
participation in Federal Student Aid Programs. Vatterott 
College provides an illustrative case study.

CASE STUDY: FSA Declines to Amend Vatterott College’s PPA Despite OCR’s 
Resolution of Title IX Violations 
Background
The Office for Civil Rights received a complaint on January 
17, 2017 that alleged discrimination on the basis of sex by 
Vatterott College operating out of Berkeley, Missouri. The 
complaint was serious enough for OCR to investigate four 
categories of issues and eventually enter into a Resolution 
Agreement with the school.44  The issues included: 

1. whether the College failed to respond promptly 
and equitably to complaints and reports of 
sexual harassment by the Complainant, and if so, 
whether the College perpetuated a sexually hostile 
environment, in violation of 34 C.F.R. §§ 106.8(b), 
106.31(a) and (b); 

2. whether the College failed to adopt and publish 
grievance procedures providing for prompt and 
equitable resolution of student and employee Title IX 
complaints of sexual harassment, in violation of 34 
C.F.R. § 106.8(b); 

3. whether the College failed to designate a Title IX 
coordinator to coordinate its efforts to comply 
with and carry out its responsibilities under Title 
IX, including any investigation of the Complainant’s 
Title IX reports/complaints, in violation of 34 C.F.R. § 
106.8(a); and, 

4. whether the College failed to implement, publish, 
and distribute a notice of non- discrimination, in 
violation of 34 C.F.R. § 106.9. 

While OCR often receives complaints from students or 
employees of schools that identify violations that may 
be considered isolated incidents, the allegations against 
Vatterott highlighted systemic Title IX violations with the 
potential to impact the entire student body.

Despite Vatterott College operating under a Provisional 
PPA, FSA did not alter the terms of the PPA following OCR’s 
Title IX investigation or take further action to address 
Vatterott’s non-compliance.

The Department’s oversight failures regarding Vatterott 
were far from limited to its Title IX violations, but additional 
restrictions in its PPA or in its continued participation 
in Title IV may have helped prevent the fall-out from the 
company’s eventual demise. Vatterott closed in 2018 
after failing the Department’s financial responsibility test 
for twelve consecutive years. The Department assessed 
a liability against Vatterott of over $244.3 million on 
December 8, 2020, largely related to the school’s closure. 
The amount remains uncollected.
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Bring joint OCR/FSA enforcement actions 
to stop the flow of unrestricted Federal 
Student Aid to institutions that violate 
federal civil rights laws
While a number of institutional and statutory challenges 
have historically prevented OCR from bringing termina-
tion actions under Title VI, FSA can move much faster and 
has broad authority to bring actions to restrict or cut off 
federal student aid to schools based on its determination that 
institutions lack the administrative capability to administer 
Federal Student Aid Programs.45 OCR does not publish data 
on its use of fund termination proceedings, but an April 4, 
2019 Congressional Research Service (CRS) report noted 
that searches of the Westlaw and the Lexis databases of 
“OCR administrative proceedings by CRS researchers failed 
to uncover any termination orders issued under Title VI in 
the last 25 years.”46  

By partnering with FSA to bring such actions under Title IV 
enforcement authority, OCR would allow the Department 
to move faster and expand the enforcement options available 
to protect students from widespread civil rights violations at 
colleges and universities. Examples of actions that suspend, 
limit or terminate participation in Title IV that FSA could 
partner with OCR in bringing, include:

▶ Limitation Proceedings.47 The Secretary can limit an 
institution’s participation in Title IV, and has wide lati-
tude on the types of limitations that may be imposed in 
response to civil rights violations, including: 

• Limiting targeted advertisements, outreach, and 
recruiting based on race or socioeconomic status.

• Training requirements for staff and students. This 
could apply in a variety of contexts, and could include 
implicit bias training, harassment training, training on 
the school policy on LGBTQ+ students.

• Requiring institutions to address physical accessibility 
violations in an expedited timeframe.

• Revising grievance procedures.

• Hiring a civil rights coordinator.

• Issuing a policy/handbook on nondiscriminatory 
treatment of transgender students.

• Requiring institutions to treat students consistent 
with their gender identity.

• Resolving any Title IX athletics concerns (e.g., equita-
ble opportunities for sex-segregated teams).

• Requiring that the institution enter into a resolution 
agreement with OCR that resolves findings that the 
institution violated Title VI, Title IX, Section 504, or 
the Age Discrimination Act.

▶ Fine Proceedings. OCR and FSA may coordinate to im-
pose a fine on an institution for its failure to carry out its 
agreement to comply with federal civil rights laws. The 
fine would be based on the gravity of OCR’s findings, the 
refusal of the institution to come into voluntary compli-
ance, or the size of the institution, and could be analo-
gous to fines imposed for violations of the Clery Act.48 

▶ Suspension, Termination, or Refusal Proceedings. 
OCR and FSA can coordinate proceedings to suspend, 
terminate, or refuse federal financial assistance to an 
institution in instances in which there is no other mecha-
nism that could lead to compliance. 

There are additional, significant efficiencies that would 
result from coordination between OCR and FSA.49 For 
example, under the current siloed approach, FSA may recer-
tify institutions for continued participation in Title IV and 
accept their certification of compliance with Department 
regulations while, at the same time, OCR is investigating 
and preparing to commence an action for violations of 
those same provisions. Similarly, FSA could come across 
information during its investigations that directly relates to 
a civil rights investigation OCR is conducting into the same 
institution. In areas such as Clery Act enforcement (which 
falls under Title IV and is thus delegated by statute to FSA), 
the overlap with OCR’s Title IX oversight is clear. The story 
of Penn State University is illustrative. 
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CASE STUDY: HOW OCR AND FSA COULD HAVE PARTNERED ON JOINT ENFORCEMENT 
ACTIONS TO ADDRESS THE CRIMES AT PENN STATE 
Background
On November 3, 2016, years after the horrific crimes at 
Penn State University involving the child sexual abuse 
by football coach Jerry Sandusky and the cover up 
by university officials, the Department of Education 
announced a “record fine” of a mere $2.4 million for 11 
violations of the Clery Act. 

FSA and OCR Investigations on Separate Tracks
FSA started investigating Penn State’s Clery Act violations 
soon after Sandusky was indicted in November 2011, 
but it took nearly six years to bring an administrative 
action against the university. When FSA finally did, its 
findings included one of the most serious actions that 
FSA can bring, a determination that Penn State lacked 
administrative capability “as a result of the University’s 
substantial failures to comply with the Clery Act and the 
Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act throughout the 
review period.”50  

OCR’s reaction was even more delayed. Its compliance 
review pursuant to Title IX did not commence until 2014, 
and OCR did not issue a notice of resolution to Penn 
State until March 26, 2020.51 Even then, OCR did not issue 
findings of Title IX violations despite an entire section 

titled “Sandusky’s Misconduct, The University’s Failure 
To Respond, And Title IX Implications.” Instead, OCR 
determined that Penn State “failed to respond promptly 
and equitably to complaints of sexual harassment, 
including student complaints received during the 2016–17 
academic year and complaints initially reported to the 
Athletic Department during the 2015–16 and 2017–18 
academic years.” In addition, Penn State’s Title IX policies 
and procedures during the 2019–2020 academic year 
failed to provide notice to students and employees 
where complaints may be filed and to ensure reliable and 
impartial investigations of complaints.

What FSA and OCR Could Have Achieved by 
Coordinating 
FSA did not appear to coordinate and share evidence 
with OCR during the first several years of the Clery Act 
investigation. Had it done so, OCR may have initiated its 
investigation sooner and then shared its investigative 
findings with FSA. This could have led to FSA doing more 
administratively. For example, FSA could have—but did 
not—propose a suspension or limitation action against 
Penn State, arguably more meaningful than a relatively 
small fine.52
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Focus OCR and FSA oversight and 
enforcement on discriminatory practices 
such as “reverse redlining” that the 
Department has yet to investigate 
Although the harm caused by predatory institutions falls 
disproportionately on students of color, federal and state 
efforts to reign in predatory conduct in higher education 
have focused largely on consumer protection and credit 
violations, not civil rights issues.53 In many cases, for-prof-
it institutions have induced large numbers of students of 
color into taking out federal student aid or predatory loans 
from the institutions themselves, for an education of little 
value. These practices, commonly referred to as “reverse 
redlining,”54 are actionable and fall squarely under Title VI, 
as well as the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) and the 
Consumer Credit Protection Act.55 

One of the first higher education reverse redlining cases was 
brought in 2011 against Richmond School of Health and 
Technology (“RSHT,” now known as Chester College).56 
The eight named plaintiffs alleged RSHT lied about the cost 
to attend and job prospects, to encourage students to take 
out large federal student loans for an education that the 
school knew was exceedingly poor. The students alleged 
RSHT targeted African Americans and residents of low-in-
come neighborhoods for enrollment. At the time, RSHT’s 
student body was “75% African American even though the 
area population was only 30% African American.”57 Plaintiffs 
alleged that RSHT used “various marketing strategies to 
target African Americans and low-income neighborhoods in 
the Richmond area,” including “advertising on BET and hip 
hop radio stations.”58 The case settled in 2013, with RSHT 
paying $5,000,000 to the class and agreeing to maintain and 
disclose information about its students’ success.59

In 2014, a group of former Corinthian Colleges employ-
ees filed an action under the False Claims Act, 60 alleging 
Corinthian engaged in racial discrimination when it 

“systematically and intentionally” targeted Black students 
to enroll in “sham” vocational programs that lacked ade-
quate instruction and training equipment. 61 The Complaint 
alleged that the school would not have been eligible for 
millions of dollars in student financial aid funds but for its 
commitment under its PPAs that it would not engage in 
conduct that violates Title VI.62 “This commitment,” the 
Complaint alleged, “is an absolute prerequisite to eligibility 
for receipt of HEA funds.”63 The plaintiff employees in the 
case voluntarily dismissed their claims after Corinthian de-
clared bankruptcy and claims in pending lawsuits were paid 
out by the Department as receiver. 

Nine years later, in 2020, a group of students sued for-profit 
vocational school Florida Career College (FCC), alleging the 
school targeted Black students with high-pressure tactics 
and false statements and omissions about job placement 
rates and earnings to induce them to enroll in extreme-
ly low-quality career-training programs.64 The students 
borrowed thousands of dollars in federal student loans to 
attend FCC. In September 2021, the parties were ordered 
into arbitration and a decision on the merits of the case has 
not yet been reached.65 Just recently, in 2022, another group 
of students sued Walden University for the same illegal 
conduct (see case study below). 

Why has the Department largely ignored reverse redlin-
ing? Some suggest that the Department is not colleting and 
tracking the right information, such as individual-level data 
on student demographics, amount and types of financial aid 
received; program; course credits completed; graduation 
status, and employment status upon graduation, including 
field and income.66 However, some accreditors and state 
agencies do collect demographic and outcomes data,67 which 
they can (and should) share with FSA.68 If FSA were to then 
share this type of information with OCR, the offices could 
coordinate oversight to better detect discriminatory conduct 
like reverse redlining. 
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CASE STUDY: How OCR and FSA Could Partner to Address Allegations that a College 
is Targeting Students of Color With Illegal Recruitment Practices
BACKGROUND
In a complaint69 filed on January 10, 2022, three 
named Plaintiffs alleged that Walden University lured 
Black and female students into its Doctor of Business 
Administration (DBA) program with false program 
requirements, then compelled them to complete more 
credit hours than originally advertised. Plaintiffs allege 
that Walden reaped significant financial gain from this 
scheme, stringing along students who were already 
deeply invested in their degree, knowing they would 
have no choice but to take the additional courses if 
they wanted to finish. In 2016, 41% of students across 
Walden’s doctoral programs identified as Black—more 
than seven times the national average of Black students 
enrolled in doctoral coursework. Nearly 77% identified as 
female. Two years before the suit, the Minnesota Office of 
Higher Education, which oversees state authorization of 
Walden, released a review of Walden’s DBA program which 
highlighted much of the same misconduct. 

HOW OCR COULD INVESTIGATE UNDER ITS CURRENT 
PRACTICES
OCR has not initiated an enforcement action against 
Walden and there is no public information to suggest 
that it has investigated the school. If an investigation 
did occur, under existing practices OCR would likely 
conduct a Title VI or IX compliance review (or respond to 
a complaint) to examine whether Walden violated federal 
civil rights laws through its targeted recruitment of Black 
and female students. 

If OCR found Title VI or Title IX violations, it would likely 
describe its findings with respect to the value of the 

programs for which Black students and women were 
targeted. 

Under current practices, OCR would push for Walden 
to come into voluntary compliance and enter into a 
resolution agreement with OCR. However, it is unlikely 
that this would limit Walden’s enrollment growth or 
participation in federal student lending programs in any 
meaningful way. 

HOW OCR AND FSA COULD PARTNER ON 
ENFORCEMENT

A partnership between OCR and FSA to bring a Title 
IV limitation action would be both more effective and 
efficient. Assuming violations were found, FSA could 
condition Walden’s continued participation in Title IV on 
requirements such as:

• Ceasing use of racially-targeted advertisements, 
outreach, and other recruitment communications. 

• Requiring the school to provide a written statement 
to currently enrolled DBA students regarding the 
number of credits and cost required to complete the 
DBA program.

Walden is provisionally certified to participate in Title 
IV programs.70 If OCR and FSA were to find civil rights 
violations and determine that Walden’s DBA program is 
not providing value to students, FSA could add provisions 
to Walden’s Provisional PPA to address and mitigate its 
reverse redlining conduct. If the Department determined 
the allegations were so severe that the institution should 
no longer be in operation, FSA could revoke Walden’s 
Provisional PPA.71 
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Conclusion
An OCR and FSA partnering potentially could be the path to 
more meaningful oversight of Federal Student Aid programs 
and better enforcement of federal civil rights laws. The fact 
that FSA has no record of denying an institution’s recerti-
fication to participate in Federal Student Aid because they 
failed to comply with Title VI, while at the same time OCR 
lists more than 150 resolved cases identifying noncompli-
ance (and more currently under investigation), underscores 
the failure of the offices to at least share information.72 

The Department’s resurrection of FSA’s Enforcement Office 
provides a significant opportunity for the two offices to 
initiate an agreement to work together. Not only would an 

institutionalized partnering be further incentive for insti-
tutions to voluntarily resolve cases with OCR, but it may 
also give OCR additional leverage to negotiate more robust 
resolution agreements. A partnering would also enable the 
Department to act more nimbly where, for instance, an 
institution is being recertified for participation in Federal 
Student Aid programs. And, as the Walden case study illus-
trates, a partnering could focus OCR and FSA on discrimi-
natory practices the Department has yet to investigate. 

By coordinating to bring joint investigations and enforce-
ment actions the Department could create a more equitable 
and effective system of protections and oversight to promote 
equity in higher education.
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